
CARREFOUR BUSINESS PLAN

Carrefour operates in more than 30 countries, in Europe, the Americas, Asia and Africa. Carrefour means crossroads
and public square in French. The company.

In , Carrefour announced a decision to leave Malaysia, Singapore, and Thailand. January 24th, Retailers
Insight Wabel will help you to understand the new strategy of Carrefour in 4 key points after the
announcement yesterday by the new appointed CEO, Alexandre Bompard, of the Transformation Plan called
Carrefour  Carrefour withdrawed their group-help with Marinopoulos, and now most Carrefour-Marinopoulos
supermarkets have been sold to the supermarket chain Sklavenitis. Visits to up to four separate shops were
required in order to purchased all retail food merchandise. Carrefour Maroc is a partner of Label'vie, a
Moroccan supermarket chain. Are you confident today, halfway through that plan? The new branch was
opened on Tuesday 14 November  It happened due to renovations. Redesign the offer in the service of food
quality 1 million consumers of traditional fresh produce in addition to France by Carrefour sets an ambitious
target for traditional fresh produce in France: sales growth three times higher than that of PGCs and one
million more consumers by  We have already strengthened our management there and plan to step up the pace
of development, re-energise our offer, take a professional approach to asset management, and put down deeper
local roots. The traditional big four UK supermarket chains - Tesco, Sainsbury's, Asda and Morrisons - have
faced increasing competition from the rapidly-expanding budget chains Lidl and Aldi over the past few years,
and there is now the added threat of internet giant Amazon moving into the sector. Pakistan Carrefour opened
up its first store in Lahore, Pakistan in a joint venture with MAF in under the name of Hyperstar, and a second
store in Karachi in  Are you equally confident about your growth markets, such as Brazil and China? It opened
its second store in Iran in April  Carrefour has made a real comeback in the price field With so many sites
under banner, efficiency will come from the ability of the local teams hiring, training and promoting talent,
and strengthening the local anchorage. Shortly after the opening, Carrefour opened its third market in Isani
district of Tbilisi at 8a Navtlughi Street. The transaction is completed in March , with the Suwintawong branch
being the first changed brand store from Carrefour to Big C. But the rise quickly ended when the Asian
Financial Crisis struck South Korea in late , and as Carrefour was exposed smuggling real estate in South
Korea to international recipients, their reputation suffered a blow and alongside the reluctance of people
spending in the midst of the financial crisis, boycotts ensued, beginning Carrefour's eventual demise. Finally,
to strengthen its digital identity, Carrefour will launch in a unique site, Carrefour. Bulgaria Bulgaria's largest
Carrefour hypermarket within The Mall shopping centre in Sofia , Bulgaria opened in early From to in
Bulgaria were opened eight locations five hypermarkets and three supermarkets in Sofia , Plovdiv , Pleven ,
Varna , Burgas and Ruse. Romania In , Carrefour entered the Romanian market, expanded into 33 stores. To
achieve this goal, the retailer talks about launching an agroecology plan in , the valorization of local
productions or a partnership with WWF, as well as the generalization of Blockchain technology and the
double of trained fresh produce employees. The store is part of a brand new shopping mall City Mall that
opened the same day in Skopje, the capital of North Macedonia, and by the end of summer there were plans to
open the second store in Tetovo, a city located not too far from Skopje. Achieve one third of its turnover via
Carrefour brand products by Carrefour branded products will play a key role in achieving the Group's
ambition in terms of food quality, particularly through a wider range and greater price attractiveness. In
conclusion, what is your challenge? Harder fight "Another price war is now looming in the UK supermarket
sector," said Laith Khalaf, senior analyst at Hargreaves Lansdown. Image copyright Getty Images The
potential squeeze on suppliers is a big worry for FoodDrinkEurope, the trade organisation for Europe's food
and drinks suppliers. Are you focusing on all store formats? Carrefour had already exited Singapore's market
since 30 September  Carrefour has whetted its appetite for expansion. In Taiwan, the company has good
locations and a multiformat presence on which to capitalise. Refocusing has left you with more resources;
have you started to invest them? Specifically, the retailer intends to significantly increase its investment in
computer and digital and increase channel supply investments oriented to the creation of an omnichannel
supply in the food by automating order picking platforms. This merger was an idea of mine as I thought
Britain's largest supermarket operator should merge with France's largest supermarket operator. Carrefour is
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still expanding its presence in Morocco by opening more supermarkets and hypermarkets to face the settled
competition like the Moroccan hypermarket chain Marjane. China 78th store of Carrefour China at
ZhongShanPark, Shanghai, opened 6 June In , expansion accelerated outside France, particularly in Asia, with
the building of 36 new hypermarkets, including 22 in China â€” where the Group broke its record for store
openings in a one-year period.


